
New here? Scroll down until you see “the Story ” chapter, and the updates are 
posted chronological with newest on top. 
Discussions and reactions about Nancy’s Exposal: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Earth-Changes-Pole-Shift/160997177261147 
(owned by myself) 
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1899799/pg1 
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1900250/pg1 
http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blogs/another-one-bites-the-dust 

Want to Contact me?  https://www.facebook.com/PlanetExe 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
06 / 07 / 2012 ( 01:03 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE:  “The real Puppet-Master” 

 
The following informations will give you an idea what means of Manipulation Nancy is 
using to assure that nobody questions the “status quo”, or furthermore how Nancy 
creates “zombies” that enforce her ideologies on their own. 
 



 
As some of you may noticed there was a lot of discussion on the Debunkers-Paradise-
Thread on GLP: 
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message814739/pg1071#32083181 
 
Under the aliases “truth”, “fake personas”, “More about fake personas” and most lately 
“The Truth teller” someone obviously ignored the facts and kept defending Nancy’s 
theories even though not providing any solid arguments. 
 
Who is that person? 
 
Since I know the “hierarchy-structure” among the Mods, or got to know most of the 
Moderators for a couple of years now, it was clear that this is astrogal50 a current 
Moderator of the PS-Ning. 
 
Why is this relevant? 
 
Astrogal per se is not relevant, but her influence, or furthermore her assigned role is 
important to understand how Nancy operates to achieve her goals. 
 
Astrogal is called the Moderator of the Moderators among the Mods and if you thought 
Gerard is Nancy's right arm you're wrong as it is astrogal! 
 
Why is she called the “Mods of the Mods” and why isnt it Gerard ? 
 
That term actually originates from a statement ( or a set of statements) that the Z’s 
(Nancy) made about her on the Admin Ning. 
 
It all started with astrogal herself which claimed to have had a lot of experiences that led 
her to the assumption she might be a star child, or an “old soul”, or having an important 
role.... 
 
Nothing special among the Mods who were frequently speculating about such issues 
since most of them (and probably everyone) has a tendency to seek answers about 
yourself. 
 
Since the Moderators have daily contact with Nancy it shouldn’t be a suprise that 
“indirect demanding of personal ZT” occasionally occurs... and so it occured with astrogal 
who always enjoys a special treatment by the Mods because she prevented Nancy (and 
even G) from getting problems a couple of times. 
 
Nancy does not like giving personal ZT because she cannot read minds. However if she 
has enough background-info’s or if you can provide enough $$ or if you could be of use 
elsewhere, she does . 
 
So what did Nancy ( the Z’s) claimed about astrogal? 
 
Since Nancy is familiar with psychology, she knew about astrogal’s personality and as 
such she is aware that astrogal has the courage to step forward when others prefer to be 
silent. (- The reason why it was her who popped up on GLP and truely is a positive 
characteristc of astrogal.) 
 
However Nancy also knows that astrogal has another side to herself where she lacks 
self-consciousness & being highly insecure about herself as would be obvious if you ever 



were a Moderator for a while. (Alex, Lothar, or Malou got to know her and can confirm 
this tendency.) 
 
So what could Nancy say to take advantage of that personality? 
 
Per the Zetas on the Admin-Ning astrogal50 was declared to be, 

• A seventh-density-soul with 8th density guides aka. an ultra-wise-soul that must 
be right most of the time (everyone else is considered 3th density 
“kindergarteners”) 

• Public Enemy Number 1 aka. the most wanted person on the planet, 
• and on a “life-mission” to protect ZT! 

Astrogal of course believes anything that Nancy says and as such she bought into these 
(totally absurd) claims too. 
 
She thinks the only reason why she is not being hunted down by the governments is 
because she recieves “ET-protection” that prevent her from getting found or killed, while 
even per Nancy herself ETs can change things BUT NOT CHANGE PEOPLE. 
 
And beside any Moderator has access to statistics where it is a cake to trace back her IP 
or such as a true Public Enemy Number 1 could never be online as himself for a longer 
period of time without getting found! 
 
I mean, play with the though yourself to see how ab surd it is: 
 
Who (really) could be public enemy number one? 
 
I dont have a clue but that person must mean a high er threat than drug-lords, 
mafia-leaders, international hunted “terrorists” or  war-lords!  
 
How are TRUE THREATS being hunted down? 
 
Go figure! Big brother is watching us and if astrogal50 would be truely “PEN #1”, she’d 
be killed faster than we can figure out the absurdity of this claim (btw: the same counts 
for Nancy which is not “bulletproof” either). 
 
That said... I think I don’t need to further “expose” these claims about poor astrogal which 
really doesnt deserve this all (she is lovely person that simply was brainwashed). 
 
So what did Nancy created? 
 
Nancy turned a naive-mind (actually someone who truely needs honest people around 
her) into an aggressive zombie-warrior that now totally fails to discern her insecurity from 
determination because she allegedly must be a 7D-soul and a “threat bar none”. 
 
In that Nancy created a “manchurian candidate” that feels comfortable with Nancy’s 
claims and will do anything to remain with this comfort. (While on the other hand being in 
constant paranoia about alleged “Remote-Viewers” that attack her and her family.) 
 
Sad reality, isn’t it? 
 
How about hierarchy among the Mods? 
 



The hierarchy among the Mods goes as following: 
 
Nancy ( never ever to be questioned ), 
astrogal50 ( executive authority and to be considered correct in case of disagreements 
due to her alleged 7D-status = wise soul ), 
Gerard ( owner of the Ning ), 
Core Moderators ( long-time-Mods / I belonged to these ) 
New Moderators ( they are supposed to shut up and listen until they “got a hang of it” ) 
 
 
How about the other Moderators, what kind of people are they? 
 
You may be suprised, but for the most part they are just like you and me. 
They are truely caring people and I want to outline that everyone of them is honest and 
not consciously lying at people! 
 
They think they are on the right track (blinded by false motives) so shouldn’t be blamed 
exclusively.  They are unable to discern why Nancy was right on occasion but clearly 
wrong on others. 
 
All of them came across the alien-presence, the major conspiracy theories or noticed the 
increasing earth changes and as such were simply looking for answers! 
 
Nancy managed to provide these answers with a seemingly “caring motive” and so all of 
us started to get comfortable with ZT because we believed we finally found “the one real 
truth”. 
 
That said, please do not prejudice about Moderators but instead try understand their 
pyschological situation. Afterall what you are experiencing now with the Mods is a SOLID 
example of deep denial and the one responsible for all this is the real puppet master. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
02 / 07 / 2012 ( 00:51 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE: ”Brain Wobble” 
So whats going on at the PS-Ning after a couple of days passed again? 
 
On the surface all seems like business as usual, though a closer view reveals that a lot is 
going on behind the scene. 
 
Lets recap some facts: 

• The Moderators started purging through the members: 
Numbers dropped from 5291 to 3447, so more than 1844 members were 
suspended already. 

o http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message814739/pg1068 
(thanks Bob!) 

o http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/members/ 

 

• Niels, the long-time organisator and german translator for ZT 
(http://www.zetatalk.com/german/zetahome.htm)  has given up his support for 
Nancy , as can be seen from the forwarded E-Mail by Lothar on C’s Ning: 

o http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blogs/another-one-bites-the-dust 



o @Niels, if you read this....feel free to contact me! (I’d appreciate getting 
connected and exactly know how you feel! Glad you made it mate! :) 

 

• Lothar Schwarz (aka a “black-Ops” per the Z’s) invited me to come for a visit! 
“Yehah! Black-Ops-party! hehe... :P” - Just kidding... 
Thanks for the invite Lothar!!  I will take it into consideration and come back to 
that on occasion!  :)   

o http://earthchanges.ning.com/profiles/blogs/another-one-bites-the-dust ) 
 

• A current discussion on the former ECPS-facebook page indicates that many 
members are sick of the oppressive rules and attitude of the PS-Ning, such as 
visitor numbers indicate that Nancy has lost “her magic” since blogs on the PS-
Ning seem to have plenty of hits these days. Afterall, I am still willing to give the 
facebook-page back to the PS-Mods after leaving the discussion for a couple of 
days to inform subscribers about the change. 

o https://www.facebook.com/pages/Earth-Changes-Pole-
Shift/160997177261147 

 

• The public is making efforts to help others realize how Nancy is twisting facts and 
many seem to be moving to the next question : 

 
What is causing these changes?   

I dont have a solid answer about this one as yet,  though would like to pinpoint some 
facts/thoughts: 

• The weather is certainly getting unpredictable and common scientific theories 
seem to fail, 

• Earthquakes seem to be on the increase and occuring in unusual places, 
• Dormant-volcanoes are awakening and the public media is conspiciously silent 

about these changes, 
• conspicious moves by the establishment such as preparations for big disasters, 

“ghost cities” or rather unusual news popping up on mainstream media, 
• people worldwide seem to be undergoing a change of attitude, 
• a lot of rumors (including hints from ancient cultures) about changes in the near 

future, whatever they may be. 

 
Also we should remember: 

• Nibiru aka. “Planet X” or the Poleshift-theory have a far longer history than Nancy 
and may not be totally discarded. (In this matter she is just promoting her 
“version” of it, which fails with current observations ). 

• The concepts of densities, transformation, awakening etc. ALSO have a longer 
history than Nancy and could have been very well copied and republished by 
herself.  (The most likely in my opinion, since “the law of one”- or “Lyssa Royal”-
material brought these up before.) 



 

• There are no indications that an “unknown” Planet is in the inner solar system as 
Nancy wants us to believe. I.E. All current stars, plantets, alignments etc. 
occur/move as predicted. (Astromut from GLP carefully adressed Nancy’s Venus-
transite-claims again, http://www.youtube.com/watch?&v=5MFDjMWprgc thx bud! 
:) 

Conclusion? 
 
Well, we’re surely living in interesting times and its very hard to tell what the future may 
look like... 
Afterall we’re somewhat on our own to figure out what is going on and accordingly we 
should try to view matters from a neutral perspective without prejudicing. 
Assuming PX is real is prejudicing, such as assuming Planet X cannot be real would be 
prejudicing too. 
See what Im trying to convey? 
I think we are most safe by being open/neutral, yet skeptic about theories and possible 
explanations for the present changes. In this manner it is very important  that these 
remain THEORY until you have something solid to move further with assumptions. 
 
ZT is the perfect example that “solid proof” may not be solid at all. Piling up a lie, or 
making claims that are impossible to prove may seem “solid” at first glance...but as it 
turns out “solid” is a relative state. 
 
 
That said, 
Could Nibiru , a poleshift, or another unexpected event (theoretically) be possible? 
Yes. 
 
Could it (theoretically) be possible that nothing happens? 
Yes. 
______________________________________________________________________ 

28 / 06 / 2012 ( 23:16 UTC+1 ) - UPDATE: Earth stopped in its Orbit?  
Remember Nancy claims that Earth is stopped in its Orbit? 
 
Part of the update below can be considered for this “theory”: 
If Earth is supposed to be stopped in its orbit, wouldn’t the sattelite-images always need 
to show the same stars in the background since earth is not moving further on its path? 
 
Does this seem to be the case? 
No way!  You can clearly see the stars passing, as earth travels further on its counter-
clockwise orbit. http://sohodata.nascom.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/soho_movie_theater 



 
 

 
 



 
Did Nancy aka. “the Zetas” already stated that all stars on the sattelite-images must be 
doctored too? 
 
Not sure about that (and too lazy to look it up), but if Nancy (the Z’s) didn’t stated this as 
yet, she needs to adress it to have her “earth is stopped in its orbit-theory” seemingly 
right. 
Everything must be doctored, as the sattelite-images correlate with expected 
calculations. 
 
Oh yeah! Then we can analyze the stars in the sky, leading to the same conclusion... But 
then Nancy can easily claim “the mighty Council of Worlds” simulates permanent 
normalcy to maintain the “element of doubt”. (Maybe claim the COW is showing a 360° 
“fake sky”, i.e. all stars we see are “holograms” or so? hehe )  
 
There’s always a “trump” in Nancy’s world... :)  
_____________________________________________________________________ 


